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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, TVILLIAM M. BYER, a 

citizen of the United States of America, and 
a resident of Jersey City, New Jersey, have 
invented certain new and useful Improve 
ments in Disinfecting Apparatus, the prin 
ciples of which are set forth in the follow 
ing speci?cation and accompanying draw 
ing, which disclose the form of the invention 
which I now consider to be the best of the 
various forms in which the principles of the 
invention may be embodied. 
This invention relates to improvements 

in disinfecting or deodorizing apparatus, 
the object being to produce a compact, uni 
formly efficient device, which shall not be 
subject to injuries resulting from careless 
handling by unskilled attendants and in 
which the feed of the disinfecting liquid 
shall be uniform, irrespective of the liquid 
level in the reservoir. 
The invention consists in the novel fea 

tures hereinafter set forth. 
Of the drawings, which are about one 

half scale, Figure 1 is an elevation of the 
complete device, partly in section; Fig. 2 is 
a Vertical section of the internal reservoir 
and associated parts; Fig. 3 is a horizontal 
section along the line 3—3 of Fig. 2; and 
Fig. 4 is a plan of the reservoir shown in 
section in Fig. 2. - ' 

The reservoir A (Fig. 2) is made ‘of glass 
and has an integral glass bottom, but no 
glass top. A metallic top with a lateral wall 
B’ forms an auxiliary liquid-receptacle and 
serves to hermetically seal the top of reser 
voir A, so far as concerns the upper surface 
of the liquid therein. The liquid column in 
the reservoir A is maintained by the pres 
sure of the outer atmosphere acting down 
through the metallic tubes C. The lower 
ends of these tubes C project down into the 
liquid in the reservoir A and their upper 
ends are secured in the bottom B2 of the 
metallic top, and‘ thereby communicate with 
the casing and outer atmosphere through 
passages formed by parts D. The bottom 
B2 of the metallic top may be an ordinary 
screw cap for reservoir A, as shown, and 
the lateral wall B1 may be a collar soldered 
to the bottom part B2. Parts D may be 
formed of separate pieces of sheet'metal and 
soldered to both the parts B1 and B2 in the 
position shown to form passages communi 
cating with holes B3 in the lateral wall B1. 
The parts D not only provide passages, as 
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stated, but permitpart B to be used as an 
auxiliary'liquid receptacle when desired. 
A capillary feeding means such as an ordi 

nary cotton wick “7 extends up through the 
tube C and down outside the reservoir nearly 
to the bottom as shown. An evaporation 
member or wick E, constituting a nearly 
complete cylinder, closely surrounds the res 
ervoir A as by being Wrapped around it 
and wick W, and is fed by the feed wick 
TV, which distributes the liquid uniformly 
throughout the evaporation member, owing 
to the multiple character of the wick TV, 
which may be the case even if only a single 
tube 0 be used. The feed wick W is located, 
as shown, between the wall of reservoir A 
and the evaporation member E, whereby it 
is protected from evaporation and from in 
jurious effects, such as hardening, by air 
contact, the liquid being distributed by ab 
sorption throughout the total length of the 
evaporation member. The portion of the 
feed wick TV which lies in the liquid in the 
bottom of the reservoir is provided with a 
part'F, as by knotting, which is larger than 
the internal diameter of the tube C, such 
that an interfering attendant cannot with 
draw the wick up through the tube. This 
knot F may be made after the parts 132 and 
C are assembled and at the time when the 
wick is being inserted in the tube and before 
reservoir A is assembled with parts B2 and C. 
The glass reservoir A is blown with an en 

larged part G (Figs. 3 and 4-) which projects 
through a slot H in the metallic protecting 
casing J (Fig. 1), whereby the parts A and 
J are locked together and whereby the level 
of the liquid in the reservoir A can be de 
termined by inspection without any neces 
sity for opening the casing. The reservoir 
A is pressed forward so that its part G en 
gages in the slot H, by means of a screw T 
(Fig. 1) operating through the back of the 
casing, the parts being thereby locked in a 
central position. 
The parts D of auxiliary receptacle B pre 

vent interference with the feed wick IV by 
an attendant. The evaporation member E 
covers the entrances B3 to the passages 
formed by parts D, and this also tends to 
prevent interference with the feed wick TV. 
The evaporationvmember E may be secured 
in place around the reservoir by any suitable 
means such as wires K as shown. The side 
wall of easing J is perforated, as is shown in 
Fig. 1 at J1 J1 to permit free access of outer 
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air to the surface of evaporation member E, 
the latter being separated from the inner 
wall of casing J by an air space E1. The 
casing-cover L is also perforated as shown 
in Fig. 1 at L1 to permit evaporation from 
the auxiliary receptacle B when that is 
so employed. The casing-cover L may be 
hinged to the casing as is shown in Fig. 1 
at L2. The part B (Fig. 2) is provided with 
a liquid admission opening to the reservoir 
A. This consists of a hollow part M which 
may be integral with part H2 and has a 
groove for an inset rubber gasket N. The 
casing-cover L 1) carries a spring 
pressed part O adapted to close the opening 
in part M, by pressing down on gasket N 
when the cover L is closed, and fastened as 
by part P. This seals the upper part of 
reservoir A. A lower metallic collar B may 
be employed as a supporting means for the 
reservoir A, the collar resting on the bottom 
of easing J and being provided with parts S 
on which reservoir A may rest. Or the res 
ervoir A may stand directly on the bottom of 
the casing. 
The operation is believed to be as follows: 

The tubes C are preferably not capillary 
tubes, but are of considerable size ( such as 
about to inch internal diameter), so 
that when reservoir A is ?lled with the de 
sired liquid (which may be of any suitable 
kind as commonly used), the liquid level will 
rise in tubes C as high as in the main part 
of the reservoir. This is for the purpose of 
permitting a much more rapid feed when 
the apparatus is started in operation in or 
der to thoroughly impregnate the evapora 
tion member E and produce a useful effect 
at once. The initial feed is much more 
rapid than the subsequent uniform and slow 
feed on account of the comparatively great 
length of the feed wick ‘V which is at ?rst 
immersed not only in the liquid in the main 
part of the reservoir, but in that in the tube 
C. Most of the liquid constituting the ini 
tial feed is taken from the tube 0, and the 
liquid level in this tube is reduced very rap 
idly as compared with the subsequent reduc 
tion of level in the reservoir. In propor 
tion as the level in the tube C falls, the 
space in the tube which is not ?lled by the 
liquid feeding up through the wick ‘V, is 
?lled with air from outside, the pressure of 
the atmosphere continuing to support the 
liquid column in the reservoir. 
As soon as the liquid level in the tube has 

reached the bottom of the tube the feed be 
comes much slower, and constant and uni 
form, irrespective of the subsequent decrease 
of level in the reservoir. As the liquid is 
thereafter fed slowly up through the wick 
W, tending to form an air space just, below 
the end of the tube, such air escapes in 
minute quantities up through the liquid in 
the reservoir to a space above the liquid 
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therein, to ?ll the space which was occupied 
by the liquid which has been fed up the cap 
illary feed TV. The feed is now constant, 
because the immersion level of the wick W 
is kept constant, the liquid level as to the 
tube C being kept just at the bottom of that 
tube. The wick TV is preferably not ?tted 
tight in tube C, but as shown, a small space 
is left between it and the inner wall of the 
tube, or at least the wick is not very closely 
woven. This is for the purpose of tending 
to insure su?iciently free access of air in the 
tube. Preferably, also, and for the same 
reason, there are at least two or more tubes. 
7While it is advantageous to have a plurality 
of feed wicks distributed around the evapo 
ration member, yet this might be had with 
a. single tube, but a plurality of tubes also 
helps to keep the liquid level constant at the 
bottom of the tubes by tending to insure 
free access of outer air, if not through one 
tube then at least through another, thus pre 
venting a stoppage of air as by a liquid 
soaked wick \V in a single tube. The con 
stant effect may be obtained with varying 
conditions in the tubes, as for example, it 
may be that sometimes all the incoming air 
may be passing down through one tube. 
Various modi?cations may be made within 
the spirit and scope of the invention. lVhen 
simply a tube is claimed herein as an ele 
ment, reference is had to one or more or any 
suitable number of tubes, to permit the 
action contemplated in the invention. 
A drip escape Q may be employed, as 

shown in Fig. 1, from the casing J, and in 
such case the tubes C with suitable feed wicks 
TV may be sufficient, when the tubes are of 
sutlicient- internal diameter to permit the 
same initial liquid level in the tubes as in the 
reservoir, to supply sutlicient liquid not only 
to permit full evaporation from member E, 
but to provide a surplusage for the drip Q. 
This drip will be constant and uniform in 
amount, just as in the case of the evapora 
tion member E and for the same reason. 
The advantage of the constant feed obtained 
by this apparatus is that a uniform quan 
tity of liquid will be either evaporated or 
dripped or both, at all times, irrespective of 
the decreasing level in the reservoir. 

I claim: 
1. A liquid- feeding apparatus, which 

comprises a reservoir having a liquid inlet; 
a pendent tube inside the reservoir but in 
dependent of the liquid-inlet; said tube hav 
mg an open end near the bottom of the reser 
voir and an upper opening communicating 
exteriorly of the reservoir near the upper 
part thereof; said tube also being sealed 
from the liquid in the reservoir except at its 
lower open end; and a capillary feeding 
means inside said tube and extending from 
the liquid in the reservoir up through said 
tube and its upper opening to the exterior of 
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the reservoir; said reservoir being normally 
sealed from the atmosphere except by way 
of said tube. 

2. A liquid~feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
an absorption- evaporation member exteriorly 
surrounding a substantial portion of the 
reservoir; a pendent tube inside the reser 
voir but independent of the liquid-inlet; 
said tube having an open end near the bot 
tomof the reservoir and an upper opening 
communicating exteriorly of the reservoir 
with an upper portion of said absorption 
evaporation member; and a capillary feed 
ing means inside said tube and extending 
from the liquid in the reservoir up through 
said tube and its upper opening to the 
evaporation member; said reservoir being 
normally sealed from the atmosphere ex 
cept by way of said tube. 

8. A liquid~feeding apparatus, which com 
prises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; an 
evaporation member substantially surround~ 
ing said reservoir; a capillary feeding means 
extending from the interior of the reser 
voir to an upper part of said evaporation 
member; and a tube inside the reservoir but 
independent of said liquid-inlet, said tube 
being in communication with the outer at 
mosphere and containing said feeding 
means; said reservoir being normally sealed 
from the atmosphere except by way of said 
tube. ' ‘ 

at. A liquid-feeding apparatus, which com~ 
prises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; an 
evaporation member exterior to the ‘reser 
voir; a tube inside the reservoir but inde 
pendent of said liquid-inlet, said tube com 
municating exteriorly of the reservoir near 
the upper part thereof; said tube also being 
sealed from the liquid in the reservoir ex 
cept at its lower open end; and acapillary 
feeding means inside said tube and extend 
ing from the liquid in the reservoir up 
through said tube and its upper opening to 
the exterior of the reservoir; said reservoir 
being normally sealed from the atmosphere 
except by way of said tube. ; 

5. A liquid-feeding apparatus; which com 
prises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; a 
casing for said reservoir, the casing having 
its lateral wall separated from the reservoir 
to provide a space for the reception of an 
evaporation member, and being in commu 
nication with outer atmosphere to permit 
evaporation of the liquid, and a tube inside 
the reservoir but independent of said liquid‘ 
inlet, said tube being in communication with 
the upper portion of the space between the 
reservoir and casing and containing a capil 
lary feeding means contacting with, an up 
per portion of the evaporation member; said 
reservoir being normally sealed from the 
atmosphere except by way of said tube. 

6. liquid-feeding apparatus, which com 

a 

prises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; a 
pendent tube inside the reservoir but inde 
pendent of the liquid-inlet; said tube having 
an open end near the bottom of the reservoir 
and an upper opening communicating ex 
teriorly of the reservoir near the upper part 
thereof; said tube also being sealed from the 
liquid in the reservoir except at its lower 
open end; and a capillary feeding means in_ 
side said tube and extending from the liquid 
in the reservoir up through said tube and its 
upper opening to the exterior of the reser 
voir; said reservoir being normally sealed 
from the atmosphere except by way of said 
tube and said tube being sufficiently large to 
permit the same liquid-level in it as in the 
reservoir when the liquid is put in the latter 
through its inlet. 

7. A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a glass reservoir for a disinfecting 
liquid; a casing for the reservoir, said casing 
being in communication with the outer at 
mosphere, having its lateral wall separated 
from that of the reservoir, and having a 
vertical slot; and means for feeding the 
liquid from the reservoir to the space be 
tween the casing and the reservoir; said 
glass reservoir being formed with a project 
ing portion adapted togengage in the slot in 
the casing; and said casing being provided 
with means for locking the reservoir in po 
sition with the projecting portion engaging 
in the slot. 

8. A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a reservoir for a disinfecting liquid; 
a casing for the reservoir, said casing being 
in‘ communication with the outer atmos 
phere, and having its lateral wall separated 
from that of the reservoir; a cover for the 
reservoir, having a passage formed by walls 
incorporated with the cover and communi 
eating with the space between the reservoir 
and the casing, but otherwise operatively 
sealed from the outer atmosphere; and a tube 
projecting into the reservoir and secured to 
the reservoir-cover adjacent to said passage 
walls to form a continuous communication 
therewith. 

9. A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a reservoir for a disinfecting liquid; a 
casing for said reservoir, the casing being in 
communication with the outer atmosphere 
and being provided with a removable cover; 
a cover for the reservoir, said cover being 
provided with an opening for the introduc 
tion of the liquid, and with a passage com 
municating between the reservoir and the 
casing; a tube extending into the reservoir 
and communicating with the passage through 
the reservoir-cover; and means carried by 
the removable casing-cover to seal the open 
ing in the reservoir cover when the casing 
cover'is closed. 

10. A liquid - feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
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a pendent tube inside the reservoir but inde 
pendent of the liquid-inlet; said tube hav 
ing an open end near the bottom of the reser 
voir and an upper opening communicating 
exteriorly of the reservoir near the upper 
part thereof; said tube also being sealed 
from the liquid in the reservoir except at its 
lower open end; and a capillary feeding 
means inside said tube and extending from 
the liquid in the reservoir up through said 
tube and its upper opening to the exterior of 
the reservoir; said feeding means having a 
portion in the reservoir below said tube, 
which is larger than the tube-opening, and 
said reservoir being normally sealed from 
the atmosphere except by way of said tube. 

11. A liquid - feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
a plurality of pendent tubes inside the reser 
voir but independent of the liquid-inlet; 
said tubes having open ends near the bottom 
of the reservoir and upper openings com 
municating exteriorly of the reservoir near 
the upper portion thereof; said tubes also be 
ing sealed from the liquid in the reservoir 
except at their lower open ends; and capil 
lary feeding means inside said tubes and ex 
tending from the liquid in the reservoir up 
through said tubes and their upper openings 
to the exterior of the reservoir; said reser 
voir being normally sealed from the atmos 
phere except by way of said tubes. 

12. A liquid-feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
a pendent tube inside the reservoir but inde 
pendent of the liquid-inlet; said tube having 
an open end near the bottom of the reser 
voir and an upper opening communicating 
exteriorly of the reservoir near the upper 
part thereof; said tube also being sealed 
from the liquid in the reservoir except at its 
lower open end; and a capillary feeding 
means inside said tube and extending from 
the liquid in the reservoir up through said 
tube and its upper opening to the exterior 
of the reservoir; said feeding means being 
provided with means to normally prevent its 
withdrawal through the tube, and said reser 
voir being normally sealed from the atmos 
phere except by way of said tube. 

13. A liquid-feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid—inlet; 
an evaporation wick wrapped around the 
outer part of the reservoir; and a pendent 
tube inside the reservoir but independent of 
the liquid-inlet; said tube having an open 
end near the bottom of the reservoir and an 
upper opening communicating exteriorly of 
the reservoir near the upper part thereof; 
said tube also being sealed from the liquid 
in the reservoir except at its lower open end; 
and a capillary feeding means inside said 
tube and extending from the liquid in the 
reservoir up through said tube and its up 
per opening to the exterior of the reservoir; 
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said reservoir being normally sealed from 
the atmosphere except by way of said tube. 

14. A liquid-feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
a casing for said reservoir, the casing having 
its lateral wall separated from the reservoir 
to provide a space for the reception of an 
evaporation member, and being in connec~ 
tion with the outer atmosphere to permit 
evaporation of the liquid; said casing being 
also provided with a drip outlet; and a tube 
inside the reservoir but independent of the 
liquid-inlet, said tube being in communica 
tion with the space between the casing and 
reservoir, and containing a capillary feeding 
means for the evaporation member, the tube 
also being sufficiently large to permit the 
same initial liquid level in both the tube and 
the reservoir and to permit a feed of su?i 
oient liquid for both the evaporation mem 
ber and the drip outlet; the reservoir being 
sealed from the atmosphere except by way 
of said tube. ' 

15. A liquid- feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
a casing for the reservoir in connection with 
the outer atmosphere; a pendent tube in 
side the reservoir but independent of the 
liquid-inlet; said tube having an open end 
near the bottom of the reservoir and an 
upper opening communicating exteriorly of 
the reservoir near the upper part thereof; 
said tube also being sealed from the liquid 
in the reservoir except at its lower open end; 
and a capillary feeding means inside said 
tube and extending from the liquid in the 
reservoirup through said tube and its upper 
opening to the exterior of the reservoir; said 
reservoir being normally sealed from the at— 
mosphere except by way .of said tube. 

16. A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a reservoir for a disinfecting liquid; 
a casing for the reservoir, said casing being 
in communication with the outer atmos 
phere and having its lateral wall separated 
from that of the reservoir; an auxiliary 
liquid-receptacle secured to the top of the 
reservoir and having a passage formed by 
walls incorporated with said receptacle and 
communicating with the space between the 
reservoir and the casing, but otherwise op 
eratively sealed from the outer atmosphere; 
and .a tube projecting into the reservoir and 
secured to the auxiliary receptacle to com 
municate with the passage therein. 

17 . A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a reservoir for a disinfecting liquid; 
a casing for the reservoir, said casing being 
in communication with the outer atmos 
phere and having its lateral wall separated 
from that of the reservoir; a cover for the 
reservoir, having a passage formed by walls 
incorporated with said cover and communi 
cating with the space between the reservoir 
and easing, but otherwise operatively sealed 
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from the outer atmosphere; a tube project 
ing into the reservoir and secured to the res 
ervoir~cover to communicate with the pas 
sage therein; a feed wick extending through 
said tube from the interior of the reservoir, 
and down the outside of the latter; and an 
evaporation member arranged around the 
outside of both the reservoir and the feed 
wick, in the space formed by the separation 
of the lateral wall of‘ the reservoir and cas 
ing. 

18. A disinfecting apparatus, which com 
prises a glass reservoir for a disinfecting 
liquid, a casing for said reservoir, the cas 
ing being in communication with the outer 
atmosphere and being provided with a slot, 
said reservoir being formed with an en 
larged portion to lock in said slot, and cap 
illary feeding means from the liquid in 
the reservoir to the interior of the casing. 

19. A liquid-feeding apparatus, which 
comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
an absorption-evaporation member exteri 
orly surrounding a substantial portion of 
the reservoir; a pendent tube inside the res 
ervoir but independent of the liquid-inlet; 
said tube having an open end near the bot 
tom of the reservoir and an upper opening 
communicating exteriorly of the reservoir 
near the upper part of said evaporation 
member; said tube also being sealed from 
the liquid in the reservoir except at its lower 
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open end; and a capillary feeding means 
inside said tube and extending from the 
liquid in the reservoir up through said tube 
and its upper opening to the exterior of the 
reservoir; said reservoir being normally 
sealed from the atmosphere except by way 
of said tube. 

20. A liquid~feeding apparatus, which 
‘comprises a reservoir having a liquid-inlet; 
a perforated casing exteriorly surrounding a 
substantial portion of the reservoir and con 
structed and arranged to form a space be 
tween them; an exterior absorption-evapora— 
tion member in said space; a pendent tube 
inside the reservoir but independent of the 
liquid-inlet; said tube having an open end 
near the bottom of the reservoir and an 
upper opening communicating exteriorly of 
the reservoir near the upper part thereof; 
said tube also being sealed from the liquid 
in the reservoir except at its lower open end; 
and a capillary feeding means inside said 
tube and extending from the liquid in the 
reservoir up through said tube and its upper 
opening to the exterior of the reservoir; 
said reservoir being normally sealed from 
the atmosphere except by way of said tube. 

WVILLIAM M. BYER. 
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CLARE EAGLES, 
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